
Plan national d’actions pour la préservat ion des insectes poll in isateurs  

Contribution P15 
 

Domaine :  ☐ Actions publiques  ☐ Actions privées  ☐ Milieu agricole 

  ☐ Projets scientifiques  ☐ Elargir nos connaissances  ☒ Prise de conscience 

Ma contribution concerne …   ☒  un projet en cours  ☒ un projet en construction  ☒ une idée de projet 

 

Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

1) Identify and collect ongoing and scheduled projects (e.g. Generationsgaart-Beaufort, Terra-Bridel, Kraidergaart-Winseler, 

all schoolgardens an public garden projects, …), new projects with local partners (communes, especially commune gardener-

apprentices(!), private persons, freelancers, … for the executing part and entrepreneurs, artisans, companies, associations > 

e,g, youth for climate, …) as a executing and/or supporting part of the several local projects  

2) Organise in regular intervals local workshops on the designated project with the local residents, school classes, freelancers, 

commune-gardener-and private gardeners, esp. the apprentices, … (consider neighbour communes for bundling a project!) > 

think & act local > public workshops from beginning (flesh out, calculate, organise, execute, … to the finish with the 

participants, especially including the commune gardener-apprentices for fixed workshops (on non-schooling days) witch could 

be open for the public an supported and visited / participated by any-one > involve the participants active and directly into 

the project, using social media, modern communication issues, local partners, private contacts, … > the leading part should 

taken over by a local and professional gardener or by third-person > the wishes and ideas of the participants have to be 

included in the local projects (organise in regular times open-meetings 1-2 per month out of normal work times so that 

everyone could take part at important decisions or discussions related to the community-space) > can be used ass 

competition and / or addition program for the LuGa23 .project (e.g. for visiting the different projects through Luxembourg > 

several workshops could be official certified (apprentices, …) > the projects / workshops should be fashioned with attractive, 

inviting and interesting constructions and elements (e.g. Pavillon, Up-cycling garden oder Eco-glasshouse, Pic-Nic place, 

„Boule-ground“, relaxing-chill area, ,…) as well designed sustainable, preferentially multifunctional constructions for a 

commune use and witch could be build with non-qualified participants and/or freelancers (e.g. SNJ) in common with a 

qualified participants and mainly build up with used an/or sustainable materials (>Involve Recycling Center e.g.) > the small 

fixed constructions or building-like structures should be build in some few workshops leaded by local artisans, companies or 

associations / groups, … (local support via applying publicity back) > connecting commune-gardeners, apprentices and/or 

skilled people to the leading part of the workshops, e.g. 1x/week, with 2-3 persons to the local project >>> missing or weak 

and necessary skills of the commune- gardner could be trained in the workshop by assistance of a qualified member of 

Horyoh a.sb.l. > certified workshops > make the workshop interesting! regularly commune activities plant-action, „plant 

exchange market“, garden-event, with gains via e.g. sticker(collection)action, … > … Aims: - Create commune and local spaces 

where a group of people (local residents, commune gardeners, schools, all kind of freelancers) could build together a place for 

common gardening (primary for own needs, own garden or public and commune spaces) - This commune garden has to offer 

a fixed bright range of plant-diversity (bee&butterfly), trees, bushes, shrubs, wild-flowers/shrubs/herbages, wildflower 

meadow … - Meeting and being (working) together space for transmitting knowledge, skills and render the responsibility of 

„Nurture the Nature“ and ecological gardening (and living) but also for private action for e.g. garden or birthday-party - RE-

Connect Nature - Community-building, solidarity, social cohesion, gathering, supporting, … - depending on the amount of the 

participants and established staff for the workshops, a sort of plant production (bee and butterfly friendly plants) with simple 

technics (e.g. wood-sticks, scions, seed, … > technics and skills all qualified gardener (should) can do!)  

Note: A fix and regular staff is necessary for the regular maintenance work as e.g. watering and all kind of plant nursery, … 

The local plant production in this place with a high density of plant species could and should contain vegetable and seedling, 

fruit trees and bushes and all kind of bee & butterfly friendly plant (herbages, wildflowers, scrubs, …) 



De quelle manière cette mesure aide-t-elle les insectes pollinisateurs ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quel(s) acteur(s) pour la mise en place ? 

 

 

 

Je dispose déjà de ces moyens :          Ce qui manque / ce dont j’ai besoin : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarques supplémentaires : 

 

 

- Practice and training of skills and upskilling knowledges (and the complex relation) in nature-ecological-gardening and plant 

nursery> „Nurture the Nature“-gardening (especially to the commune-gardeners) for an ecological maintenance of the environment 

- Rise of the amount of plants and mainly of the plant diversity  

- Perchance and depending on the participants and involved parties, arrange a small local production of plants for a local and own 

use (depending on the participants)  

- The plants (trees), bushes, shrubs, herbages and flowers, including also wild species, Sound be replanted in public areas or on this 

site to complete and increase  

- Via a well organized structure in case of more projects on different places, a coordinated production will rise the amount of plant 

species and amount  

- … 

- Communes - private citizens - Local artisans, companies and merchants (=local support/participants, …) - Local associations, clubs, 

… - Lycée technique Agricole and or other schools - Private garden companies - All private person > the workshops (Up-cycling / 

Ecobuildings / Constructions, …) should be targeted to the youth(!) 

This project could be a part of a the LuGa23 and/or ecovillage economy and should, as like the YOUTH(ful)NATURE-project, be with 

continuance, order and with undefined length. 

- A ongoing and expendable and socio-ecological project, 

YOUTH(ful)NATURE - SOS Kannerduerf - Mersch, which 

contains all principals and aims mentioned above and 

convenient to the „Plan Pollininisateur “ > 2 years-project with 

start in sept. 2019 > will be continued after this up-building 

project be the gardener of SOS Kannerduerf which will be 

trained during this 2 years > one of the aims of the project is to 

recover the philosophy as also the art of realisation, in case of 

positive evolution, on other SOS Kannerduerf Infrastructure out 

of Luxembourg > many ideas and creativity  

- A association offering related and practical solutions to this 

issues. - Skills & knowledge in landscaping, plant-production, … 

- Time and ambients for taking part  

- 2 potential private places (4 ha / 80 acre) > For this ongoing 

project YOUTH(ful)NATURE we need rather nothing else, but I 

propose this project: for a support on your part an/or as 

sample and / or as a pilot scheme to overtake, develop or a 

common work out  

- Time and capacities to accept 1-2 to more similar projects 

In case of fleshing out more project(-s):  

- conventions bounded by contract and/or some financial 

assistance, support local contacts, participants, … and project 

partners, members, … You?)  

- Qualified and fix staff (commune technicians or chef-gardener 

could / should be involved into the local project) 


